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IMPORTANCE Genetic testing after diagnosis of breast cancer is common, but little is known
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about the influence of the surgeon on the variation in testing.
OBJECTIVES To quantify and explain the association of attending surgeon with rates of
genetic testing after diagnosis of breast cancer.
DESIGN, SETTING, AND PARTICIPANTS This population-based study identified 7810 women
with stages 0 to II breast cancer treated between July 1, 2013, and August 31, 2015, through
the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results registries for the state of Georgia, as well as
Los Angeles County, California. Surveys were sent approximately 2 months after surgery. Also
surveyed were 488 attending surgeons identified by the patients.
MAIN OUTCOMES AND MEASURES The study examined the association of surgeon with
variation in the receipt of genetic testing using information from patient and surgeon surveys
merged to Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results and genetic testing data obtained
from 4 laboratories.
RESULTS In total, 5080 women (69.6%) of 7303 who were eligible (mean [SD] age, 61.4 [0.8]
years) and 377 surgeons (77.3%) of 488 (mean [SD] age, 53.8 [10.7] years) responded to the
survey. Approximately one-third (34.5% [1350 of 3910] of patients had an elevated risk of
mutation carriage, and 27.0% (1056 of 3910) overall had genetic testing. Surgeons had
practiced a mean (SE) of 20.9 (0.6) years, and 28.9% (107 of 370) treated more than 50
cases of new breast cancer per year. The odds of a patient receiving genetic testing increased
more than 2-fold (odds ratio, 2.48; 95% CI, 1.85-3.31) if she saw a surgeon with an approach 1
SD above that of a surgeon with the mean test rate. Approximately one-third (34.1%) of the
surgeon variation was explained by patient volume and surgeon attitudes about genetic
testing and counseling. If a patient with higher pretest risk saw a surgeon at the 5th percentile
of the surgeon distribution, she would have a 26.3% (95% CI, 21.9%-31.2%) probability of
testing compared with 72.3% (95% CI, 66.7%-77.2%) if she saw a surgeon at the 95th
percentile.
CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE In this study, the attending surgeon was associated with the
receipt of genetic testing after a breast cancer diagnosis. Variation in surgeon attitudes about
genetic testing and counseling may explain a substantial amount of this association.
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A

pproximately one-third of patients receive genetic testing after diagnosis of breast cancer, and testing with a
multigene panel is rapidly replacing tests based on only
BRCA1 and BRCA2 in clinical practice.1-4 Surgeons have an important role in whether patients get tested because virtually
all patients see a surgeon shortly after diagnosis, surgeons direct locoregional management, and genetic testing results inform the surgical treatment options. Guidelines recommend
genetic testing for patients diagnosed as having breast cancer
who have an elevated risk of a pathogenic mutation based on
age, family history of cancer, and tumor characteristics.5 However, substantial variability has previously been documented
in surgeon attitudes and practices related to genetic testing.1,2
Therefore, it is plausible that patients newly diagnosed as having breast cancer with similar indications for testing may have
different probabilities of getting tested depending on the surgeon who treats them. This has important implications for patient care. The variability in testing that is attributable to the
surgeon rather than clinical indication might prompt efforts
to educate surgeons about genetic risk evaluation or motivate patients to seek a second opinion.6 However, no studies
to date have estimated the extent to which genetic testing rates
vary at the level of the surgeon or what the patient or surgeon
correlates of that variation are. We examined the association
of the attending surgeon with the receipt of genetic testing in
a large diverse contemporary sample of patients newly diagnosed as having breast cancer. Our hypothesis was that the individual attending surgeon might explain a large amount of the
variability in testing and that surgeon attitudes about genetic
testing and counseling would explain a substantial amount of
that surgeon-level variability.

Methods
Study Design
Patient Sample and Data Collection
The iCanCare study,7,8 broadly focused on treatment quality
in patients with favorable breast cancer diagnoses, identified
women who were aged 20 to 79 years, were diagnosed as having ductal carcinoma in situ or invasive breast cancer, and were
reported to the Georgia or Los Angeles County (California)
Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) registry.
Surveys were sent on a monthly basis approximately 2 months
after surgery to 7810 women with stages 0 to II breast cancer
treated between July 1, 2013, and August 31, 2015. Details of
the survey procedures have been published elsewhere,9 and
the survey sampling is shown in eFigure 1 in the Supplement.
Information Management S er v ices, Inc (Rockv ille,
Maryland) merged survey responses and SEER clinical data
with genetic testing information obtained from 4 laboratories (Ambry Genetics [Aliso Viejo, California], GeneDx
[ G a it h e r s b u rg , M a r y l a n d ] , I nv it a e [S a n Fr a n c i s c o,
California], and Myriad Genetics [Salt Lake City, Utah]) that
tested patients in the study regions and sent a deidentified data
set to the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, for analysis.10 The
collaboration was covered under data use agreements between the University of Michigan, Information Management
E2

Key Points
Question To what extent is attending surgeon associated with
receipt of genetic testing after diagnosis of breast cancer?
Findings In this population-based study of 7810 women, the
attending surgeon explained 17.4% of the variation in testing. If a
patient at higher pretest risk saw a surgeon at the 5th percentile of
the surgeon distribution, she would have a 26.3% probability of
testing compared with 72.3% if she saw a surgeon at the 95th
percentile.
Meaning Attending surgeons have an association with variation in
the receipt of genetic testing after diagnosis of breast cancer.

Services, Inc, and the genetic laboratories. The research was
approved by institutional review boards of the University of
Michigan (Ann Arbor), Emory University (Atlanta, Georgia),
University of Southern California (Los Angeles), Georgia Department of Public Health (Atlanta), California State Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects, and California Cancer Registry. The institutional review boards granted a waiver
of signed informed consent for the patient and clinician surveys. Patient consent for analyses of linked data was not required because all database records were deidentified.
Patient and Surgeon Sample
Almost all respondent patients (98.0% [4980 of 5080]) identified an attending surgeon. Surveys were sent to surgeons toward the end of the patient data collection period (488 attending surgeons identified by the patients), and 377 completed
them (response rate, 77.3%). We linked 3910 respondent patients (53.5% of the 7303 patients sent questionnaires) to 370
respondent surgeons. On average, there were 10.5 (range, 1-84)
patients per surgeon. We excluded 218 patients from the multivariable analyses because of missing surgeon-level information. We assessed potential bias due to missing data in sensitivity analyses using multiply imputed surgeon data and found
model estimates of similar magnitude, direction, and 95% CI
width (eAppendix in the Supplement).

Measures
The dependent variable was the receipt of genetic testing based
on the laboratory-linked information. Patient covariates included an indicator of elevated pretest risk of a pathogenic mutation following National Comprehensive Cancer Network
guidelines (based on patient report of age, tumor characteristics, and detailed family history of cancer),11 as well as race/
ethnicity, insurance status, and geographic location.
Surgeon variables considered included a unique surgeon
identifier, years in practice, sex, and report of the annual volume of newly diagnosed breast cancer cases treated. We hypothesized that the patients of surgeons who reported that they
were more likely to order genetic testing across a variety of indications and situations would be more likely to receive genetic testing. We used item response theory12,13 to develop a
Surgeon Tendency to Order Genetic Testing Scale (hereafter
referred to as the Tendency to Test Scale) for each surgeon
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Figure 1. Surgeon Attitudes About Genetic Testing and Counseling
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based on 7 questions that assessed their likelihood of ordering genetic testing and counseling in different scenarios.
Figure 1 shows 7 items that comprised the scale: 4 items refer
to a scenario in which a patient is deemed by the surgeon respondent to be a candidate for testing, 2 items refer to a scenario in which the surgeon respondent does not recommend
testing but the patient requests it, and 1 item assesses the surjamasurgery.com

A-G, The Tendency to Test Scale, a
scale developed by the authors, was
constructed from 7 survey items. The
correlations with the overall surgeon
Tendency to Test Scale reported on
each panel provide some
quantification of how each item
contributes to the scale score, which
represents the tendency to order
genetic testing. H, The scale
distribution from −2 (strongest
tendency against testing) to 2
(strongest tendency for testing) is
shown based on the item response
model using the 7 items. The mean
(SD) scale score was near zero at 0.3
(0.8).

geon’s confidence in discussing genetic testing. We used a
graded response model to develop the surgeon Tendency to
Test Scale to incorporate hierarchical categorical responses to
each of the 7 items and estimate a corresponding latent trait
for each surgeon. The estimated value of the latent trait ranged
from −1.4 to 2.3 for the surgeons in our study and was standardized to have a mean (SD) of 0 (1). The correlations re(Reprinted) JAMA Surgery Published online July 3, 2018
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ported on the graphs quantify how each item contributes to
the scale score, representing surgeon tendency to order genetic testing.

Statistical Analysis
We first described the distribution of the patient and surgeon
characteristics. We then used a nonlinear mixed model to estimate the variation across surgeons in the probability of ordering genetic testing, adjusting for other factors. Models included patient pretest risk of a pathogenic mutation based on
National Comprehensive Cancer Network guidelines5 for use
of germline genetic testing because this would be expected to
be the primary determinant of testing. We next considered surgeon factors in addition to our Tendency to Test Scale (eg, years
in practice, sex, and annual patient volume) by examining the
univariate association of several surgeon-level practice and
demographic variables with genetic testing. Among these, the
surgeon volume explained the highest proportion of the variation in testing and was added to the variable set. Finally, we
included patient race/ethnicity and insurance status as potential covariates, which we found to be associated with receipt
of genetic testing and which we infer to be individual-level
proxies for access to testing. Patient geographic site was also
included to account for potential regional differences. We built
3 nested multilevel logistic regression models of increasing
complexity. Within each model, we used a surgeon identifier
to define the second level and used the patient as the primary
unit of observation.
Our base model included only pretest risk (average or
higher). We show the probability of receiving genetic testing
across our sample of surgeons separately for patients at average and high pretest risk using estimates from the base model.
We used nonparametric methods to estimate 95% CIs of these
probabilities. Our second model added surgeon-level variables (annual patient volume and the Tendency to Test Scale
score). Finally, model 3 estimated the probability of genetic
testing, including the additional patient-level variables race/
ethnicity, insurance status, and geographic site in addition to
the pretest risk and surgeon-level variables. Likelihood ratio
tests were significant for the comparisons of the nested models, including the first vs second model (χ2 = 39; P < .001) and
the second vs third model (χ2 = 101; P < .001). We further examined how the results would change if the dichotomous pretest risk variable was broken into its component parts and included in the models. While the overall model fit improved with
the components of pretest risk included separately, the estimates of surgeon variation and the direction and magnitude
of the other covariates changed little, so only the results for
the dichotomous risk variable are presented. eFigure 2 in the
Supplement describes the analysis of testing by individual components of pretest risk.
All models incorporated patient survey nonresponse
weights and physician weights so that the statistical inference was representative of our target population. Surgeon survey descriptive results incorporated nonresponse weights
based on both physician and average patient characteristics.
We calculated variance-explained estimates.14 Analyses using
multiply imputed data were consistent with the reported reE4

sults. We used Proc GLIMMIX (SAS, version 9.4; SAS Institute
Inc) for the regression analyses and grm package (R, version
3.4.1; R Foundation for Statistical Computing) for the item response theory analyses. P < .05 was considered statistically significant. All statistical tests were 2-sided.

Results
In total, 5080 women (69.6% of 7303 who were eligible; mean
[SD] age, 61.4 [0.8] years) and 377 surgeons (77.3% of 488; mean
[SD] age, 53.8 [10.7] years) responded to the survey. The Table
summarizes the distribution of patient and surgeon characteristics. Approximately one-third of patients (34.5% [1350 of
3910]) had an elevated risk of mutation carriage; 27.0%
(1056 of 3910) of the total patient sample had genetic testing
(13.8% [353 of 2560] of women with average pretest risk and
52.1% [703 of 1350] of women with higher pretest risk). The
mean (SE) number of years in practice of surgeon respondents was 20.9 (0.6). Approximately one-quarter (24.3%
[90 of 370]) of surgeons were female, and approximately onequarter (28.9% [107 of 370]) of surgeons treated more than 50
new breast cancer cases per year.
Figure 1 shows the frequency of responses for the 7 individual items that comprised the surgeon Tendency to Test
Scale, the correlation between each item and the scale, and the
distribution of the scale. Figure 1B, C, and E, which ask directly about how often surgeons order genetic testing, are correlated with the Tendency to Test Scale, whereas surgeons who
report that they are more likely to refer patients for genetic
counseling scored lower on the Tendency to Test Scale (negatively correlated with the scale). Surgeons who would often
or always delay surgery to obtain genetic testing (35.2%
[130 of 370]) and who are quite or extremely confident in discussing genetic testing with their patients (50.2% [186 of 370)
scored higher on the Tendency to Test Scale (positively correlated with the scale). Figure 1H shows the distribution of the
estimated Tendency to Test Scale scores based on the item response model using Figure1A through G. The scale is presented in units of SDs from the mean, with −1 SD representing
the tendency against testing and 1 SD representing the tendency for testing. Estimated scale scores varied broadly, with
the suggestion of a bimodal distribution.
Figure 2 shows the results of the 3 successive multilevel
models. The base model 1 (orange boxes) included the surgeon identifier and elevated pretest risk of mutation carriage, which (as expected) has a large association with testing, with an odds ratio of approximately 8.80 (95% CI,
6.66-11.61), and the model has an area under the curve of
0.84 (95% CI, 0.83-0.85). However, without the surgeon
identifier, the area under the curve for a model that
included only pretest risk was much lower at 0.72 (95% CI,
0.70-0.74). Overall, model 1 explained 37.6% of the total
variability in the likelihood of the receipt of genetic testing:
pretest risk of mutation explained approximately 20.3% of
the variability in testing, and the surgeon identifier by itself
explained approximately 17.3%. The odds of a patient
receiving genetic testing would increase more than 2-fold
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Table. Characteristics of 3910 Patients and 370 Surgeons
Characteristic

Value

Patients, No. (%)
Pretest risk
Average risk

2560 (65.5)

High risk

1350 (34.5)

Age, y
<45

458 (11.7)

45 to 60

1518 (38.8)

>60 to 70

1276 (32.6)

>70

658 (16.8)

Triple-negative disease
No/not known
Yes

3637 (93.0)
273 (7.0)

Family history and Jewish ancestry
No/not known
Yes

3019 (77.2)
891 (22.8)

Race/ethnicity
White

2081 (53.2)

Black

729 (18.6)

Latina

663 (17.0)

Asian

345 (8.8)

Other/unknown/missing

92 (2.4)

Insurance status
None or missing
Medicaid

408 (10.4)
460 (11.8)

Medicare or VA

1084 (27.7)

Private

1958 (50.1)

Geographic site
Emory

2125 (54.3)

USC

1785 (45.7)
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dency to Test Scale score. Relative to the highest-volume
surgeons, patients seen by medium- and lower-volume surgeons were less likely to be tested. The odds of testing
increased by 1.88 (95% CI, 1.49-2.38) for each 1-SD increase
in the scale score. Cumulatively, the 2 surgeon-level variables included in the scale explained approximately onethird (34.1%) of the variation in testing associated with the
surgeon. Model 3 (black boxes) shows the association of
adding additional patient covariates (race/ethnicity, insurance status, and geographic site) that would not have any
bearing on clinical indications for genetic testing but might
reflect access to testing. Patients with no or public insurance
or black race/ethnicity were less likely to get tested.
Figure 3 shows the estimated marginal probability of receiving genetic testing by patient pretest risk of mutation across
different surgeons for the base model. The red band shows a
change in testing probability for patients with high pretest risk
that was associated with being seen by different surgeons, and
the blue band shows this trend for patients with average pretest risk. The x-axis modifiers “Least” to “Most” refer to −2 SD
or 2 SDs, respectively, from the mean (average) rate of testing
observed for the surgeons. For a patient with a specified pretest risk (average or high), the surgeons on the left side of the
horizontal scale were less likely to order testing than the surgeons on the right side. The histogram at the bottom of Figure 3
shows the distribution of the surgeons in our sample. If a patient with higher pretest risk saw a surgeon at the 5th percentile of the surgeon distribution, she would have a 26.3%
(95% CI, 21.9%-31.2%) probability of undergoing testing compared with 72.3% (95% CI, 66.7%-77.2%) if she saw a surgeon
at the 95th percentile. The probabilities for average-risk patients were 4.1% (95% CI, 2.9%-5.6%) and 23.8% (95% CI,
20.0%-27.9%), respectively, for the 5th and 95th percentiles.

Receipt of genetic testing
No

2854 (73.0)

Yes

1056 (27.0)

Surgeons
Time in practice, mean (SE), y

20.9 (0.6)

Sex, No. (%)
Male

273 (73.8)

Female

90 (24.3)

Missing

7 (1.9)

New breast cancer cases per year, No. (%)
1-10

49 (13.2)

11-20

85 (23.0)

21-50

112 (30.3)

51-100

56 (15.1)

>100

51 (13.8)

Missing

17 (4.6)

Abbreviations: Emory, Emory University (Atlanta, Georgia); USC, University of
Southern California (Los Angeles); VA, Veterans Affairs.

(odds ratio, 2.48; 95% CI, 1.85-3.31) if she saw a surgeon
with a genetic test ordering rate that was 1 SD above that of
a surgeon with the mean test rate (independent of the
patient’s pretest risk of mutation carriage). In model 2 (blue
boxes), we added the surgeon volume and surgeon Tenjamasurgery.com

Discussion
In this contemporary population-based sample of patients with
breast cancer, the individual attending surgeon explained a large
amount of the variation in the receipt of germline genetic testing, almost equal to the amount explained by National Comprehensive Cancer Network guidelines–concordant clinical indications for formal genetic risk evaluation.11 Individual surgeon
testing rates for patients with guideline-concordant indications varied from 26.3% for a surgeon at the 5th percentile below the average testing rate to 72.3% for a surgeon at the 95th
percentile above the average testing rate. Surgeon attitudes
about testing, as measured by the Tendency to Test Scale that
we developed, explained a substantial amount of the association with testing.
At the surgeon level, we asked several other questions
about testing. Surgeons’ confidence in discussing the pros and
cons of testing markedly varied. In reference to genetic counseling, we found that a substantial minority of surgeons would
order genetic testing without referral to a genetic counselor,
despite guidelines to the contrary,5,15 in response to a clinical
vignette in which a patient was deemed by the surgeon respondent to be a candidate for genetic testing. In a second clini(Reprinted) JAMA Surgery Published online July 3, 2018
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Figure 2. Estimated Odds Ratios for 3 Successive Multilevel Regression Models
Favors
No Test

Odds Ratio
(95% CI)

Source

Favors
Tested

Pretest high risk
Model 1

8.80 ( 6.66-11.61)

Model 2

8.66 ( 6.69-11.20)

Model 3

9.23 ( 7.12-11.97)

Tendency to order genetic test per SD
Model 2

1.54 ( 1.31-1.81)

Model 3

1.53 ( 1.30-1.80)

New breast cancer cases per year (reference is >100)
≤50
Model 2

0.41 ( 0.31-0.55)

Model 3

0.45 ( 0.33-0.60)

50-100
Model 2

0.63 ( 0.45-0.87)

Model 3

0.62 ( 0.45-0.87)

Race/ethnicity (reference is white)
Black (model 3)

0.49 ( 0.37-0.64)

Latina (model 3)

0.84 ( 0.59-1.20)

Asian (model 3)

0.99 ( 0.70-1.42)

Other, unknown, or missing (model 3)

0.64 ( 0.31-1.32)

Insurance status (reference is private)
None or missing (model 3)

0.45 ( 0.32-0.63)

Medicaid (model 3)

0.42 ( 0.29-0.60)

Medicare or VA (model 3)

0.27 ( 0.21-0.35)

Los Angeles County (reference is Emory) model 3

0.73 ( 0.54-0.97)

Surgeon association per SD
Model 1

2.48 ( 1.85-3.31)

Model 2

1.88 ( 1.49-2.38)

Model 3

1.81 ( 1.42-2.32)
0.2

1.0

10

20

Odds Ratio (95% CI)

cal vignette in which a surgeon did not recommend testing but
the patient requests it, surgeons’ responses about test use and
referral to genetic counseling also varied widely. Finally, we
found that many surgeons reported that they rarely or never
delay surgery to obtain genetic test results. Whether variation in these attitudes reflects surgeon or patient preference
or clinical circumstances related to testing and choice of surgical procedure is unknown.
In addition to surgeons’ attitudes, their annual patient volume explained some of the variation in use of testing. This may
reflect that surgeons with greater specialization in breast cancer have more resources to offer testing, including timely access to genetic counselors. Patient factors, such as race/
ethnicity and insurance status, were associated with testing,
suggesting lingering disparities and access barriers. However, these barriers do not seem to be differentially distributed across surgeons because they explained a small amount
of the surgeon variation when added to the model. Figure 2
shows the similar odds ratios for the surgeon association with
testing of 1.88 vs 1.81.
We infer that the strong surgeon association with variation
in testing reflects a lack of consensus regarding guidelines for testing and the approach to genetic risk evaluation of patients for
whom testing is indicated. Patient volume had a strong association even after controlling for surgeons’ tendency to order testE6

ing: this may mean that volume is a proxy for testing access or
might reflect surgeon location in multispecialty practice with
other staff or specialists who recommend or implement testing.
In the absence of further explanatory surgeon-level variables, we
can only speculate about causes of the remaining variation, but
it may reflect broader practice or practice style characteristics not
captured in our Tendency to Test Scale score.

Strengths and Limitations
Strengths of our study include the following: a large, populationbased, contemporary sample of patients who were surveyed
shortly after initial surgical treatment; genetic test information
linked directly from the testing laboratories; a valid measure of
clinical indication for testing; almost complete identification of
the attending surgeons and a high surgeon response rate; and surgeon measures relevant to clinical practice. However, some details of pretest risk of mutation carriage based on family history
may have been missed. We could not measure directly whether
attending surgeons appropriately recommended testing or counseling in a given patient encounter, although substantial gaps in
the timing and receipt of genetic testing have been reported
elsewhere.1 Other potential weaknesses include decay in the
sample because of nonresponse of patients and surgeons, although our results were largely unchanged when we used multiple imputation to address missing surgeon data (eAppendix in
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Model 1 (orange boxes) includes
elevated pretest risk of mutation
carriage and the surgeon identifier as
the only variables. Model 2
(blue boxes) adds the surgeon
volume and the Tendency to Test
Scale score that measured “tendency
to order genetic testing.” Model 3
(black boxes) adds sociodemographic
characteristics likely to reflect access
to testing of patients. All models
include a surgeon identifier and
quantify the amount of residual
variation attributable to the surgeon
(surgeon variation in testing) that
remains after the inclusion of the
variables in each respective model.
The odds ratio listed for the surgeon
represents the amount by which a
patient’s odds of having a genetic test
are multiplied if she sees a surgeon
with an observed propensity to test
that is 1 SD above the average
surgeon’s (in other words, a surgeon
in the 84th percentile as opposed to
the 50th percentile for propensity to
test). Emory indicates Emory
University (Atlanta, Georgia);
USC, University of Southern California
(Los Angeles); and VA, Veterans
Affairs.
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Figure 3. Estimated Marginal Probability and Corresponding 95% CIs
of the Receipt of Genetic Testing Across Different Surgeons

Conclusions

1.0
High pretest risk of pathogenic mutation

Estimated Probability of
Receiving Genetic Test

0.8

Average pretest risk of pathogenic mutation

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
Least

Less

Average

More

Most

Distribution of Surgeons Ordered by Testing Rate of Patients

The data are shown for patients with average (blue) and higher (orange) pretest
risk of pathogenic mutation carriage. These estimates are from a model in which
pretest risk is the only covariate. On the x-axis is the distribution of surgeons
ordered by testing rate from those surgeons whose patients had the “least” to
“most” testing, referring to −2 or 2 SDs on either side of the surgeon mean
(average) rate of testing for the population. Blue vertical lines reference 5th and
95th percentiles of the observed surgeon distribution.

the Supplement). We may have missed some testing in the linkage process. Because the results are from 2 states only, they may
not generalize to the broader United States; however, the large
size and diversity of the population in the regions studied are
strengths.
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